Each person has qualities that are special to them and that they often use to achieve things.
Most of these qualities are proven to be more likely acquired through nature not nurturing. The
qualities that I am most thankful for are being smart and being a good leader.
I am thankful for being smart because it benefits me in my classes because it keeps my
grades up. Also this allows me to manage things better like my time and this helps because it
means that I can take harder classes and do more things while making sure I get all the
classwork done and having time to do the things that I like. This quality also helps because it
allows me to understand things a lot easier without having to study as much and being able to
do something while listening to a teacher teaching. This is helpful because it lets me be more
prepared for things like writing tests that let you write about something based on only things you
know and lets me help my group mates during group projects and classwork assignments. This
is why I am thankful for this quality.
I am also thankful for the quality of being a good leader. This is because in life we have
many tasks that we will need to do with other people and that is why we need leadership skills.
In almost all of my classes, we get group tasks that require organization and managing the time
that you have to get all the work done. Also, when I have a career in ten years I will have
coworkers and the boss will assign us work and we need to manage the group to make sure
that the work is done and on time. This is also good because when the work is done on time, my
boss will see me as more reliable and give me more tasks which means more money.
Furthermore, by being able to lead a group as well as being involved in after school activities,
teachers will be more likely to give me better recommendations for college which will help me
get into my favorite college. So to sum it all up, this is why I am thankful for my leadership skills.
In conclusion, the qualities that I am most thankful for are being smart and my
leadership skills. This is because these skills will greatly help me both in school and in the
career world.
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